Peron: Diamond

"SHE IS A DIAMOND"

But on the other hand, she's all they have.

She's a diamond in their
dull grey lives and that's the hardest kind of stone, it usually survives.

And if you think about it, can you recall the
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Last time they loved anyone at all, she's not a bauble you can

Brush a-side, she's been outdoing what we've just made a-boot, example,

Gave us back our business, got the English out,
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AND WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT IT, WELL WE JUST DO ONE OR TWO OF THE THINGS WE

PROMISED TO. BUT ON THE OTHER HAND SHE'S SLOWING DOWN.

SHE'S LOST A LITTLE OF THAT MAGIC DRIVE, BUT I WOULD
"DIAMOND"

hands those critics present to derive any satisfaction from her

Fading star. She's the one who's kept us where we are.

She's the one who's kept you where you are!
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